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(NEJM) New England Journal of Medicine, sympwms 0, PMID: 25903751
"We know that wearing a mask outside health care gem-,,g c°]ds_ ~-

facilities offers little, if any, protection from infection.” pM|D: 19216002 Respiratory acidosis:
PMID; 32237672 “Respiratory acidosis develops when air inhaled into and

exhaled from the lungs does not get adequately exchanged
between the carbon dioxide from the body and oxygen from

the air.”
https:/lwwwmedicalnewstoday comlar1iclesI31311O

Annals of lntemal Medicine:
“..both surgical and cotton masks seem to be
ineffective in preventing the dissemination of
SARS-Cov-2 from the coughs of patients with
COVID-19 to the environment and external mask

surface."
hltps./lwww.acpiourna|s.orgldoil10.7326/M20-1342
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0 D "Conversely, surgical and hand-made masks, and
face shields, generate significant leakage jets that

0 have the potential to disperse virus-laden fluid
particles by several metres. The different nature of
the masks and shields makes the direction of these
jets difficult to be predicted, but the directionality of
these jets should be a main design consideration for
these covers. They all showed an intense backward
jet for heavy breathing and coughing conditions. It is
important to be aware of this jet, to avoid a false

sense of security thatmay arise when standing to the

Journal Headache:
"Most healthcare workers develop de novo PPE
(such as N95 face mask) associated headaches or

exacerbation of their prie-existing headache
disorders."

PMID. 32232837
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"This study showed that the filtering efficiency of J°U”_'a' 0' handmademask. or shield 'cloth facemasks were relatively lower, and washing EP'dem'9'°9Y 3- M951//3"<lV-0V9/“P/3WV/P3F>e'5/2005/2005~10720-Pd‘
and drying practices deteriorated the efficiency. " '"f°°‘_'°"_1
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evidence ,0 (JAMA) Journal of the American Medical Association.
support the "Face masks should not be worn by healthy individuals
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